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Abstract 
This article contains the theoretical foundations of LPTP, a logic program theorem prover 
that has been implemented in Prolog by the author. LPTP is an interactive theorem prover in 
which one can prove correctness properties of pure Prolog programs that contain negation 
and built-in predicates like is /2 and cal l /n  + 1. The largest example program that has been 
verified using LPTP is 635 lines long including its specification. The full formal correctness 
proof is 13 128 lines long (133 pages). The formal theory underlying LPTP is the inductive x- 
tension of pure Prolog programs. This is a first-order theory that contains induction principles 
corresponding to the definition of the predicates in the program plus appropriate axioms for 
built-in predicates. The inductive xtension allows to express modes and types of predicates. 
These can then be used to prove termination and correctness properties of programs. The 
main result of this article is that the inductive extension is an adequate axiomatization of 
the operational semantics of pure Prolog with built-in predicates. © 1998 Elsevier Science 
Inc. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Verification of logic programs; Pure Prolog; Left-termination; Induction 
I. Introduction 
It has often been claimed that programs written in a declarative programming lan- 
guage are easier to verify than imperative programs. There are, however, only a few 
examples of  non-trivial declarative programs that have been verified formally. To 
support the claim we have implemented an interactive Logic Program Theorem 
Prover (LPTP) in which one can verify pure Prolog programs of several hundred 
lines of  code. 
The reason that it is possible to verify programs of this size in LPTP is that LPTP 
works with the declarative meaning of  pure Prolog programs only. The declarative 
meaning of a pure Prolog program is given by its inductive extension. This is, roughly 
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speaking, Clark's completion plus induction along the definition of the predicates. 
The Prolog code of a predicate is translated into three positive elementary inductive 
definitions expressing success, finite failure and universal termination of the predi- 
cate. In this way we avoid the overhead that is usually created by a direct formaliza- 
tion of the Prolog query evaluation procedure. Consider, for example, the well- 
known predicate append/3: 
append([], l l). 
append([xll,], 12, [x[13]):--append(/1,12, 3).
How can we prove properties of append/3? There are two possible approaches: the 
declarative approach and the operational approach. 
In the declarative approach, the two clauses of append/3 are considered as an in- 
ductive definition that defines a ternary relation between finite trees. Properties of 
this relation are then proved by induction on the definition of the relation. In the 
base case one has to show that ~0([], l l) is true. In the induction step one has to 
prove ~0([x[ll], 12, [x[13]) from the induction hypothesis q~(ll, 12, 13). The conclusion 
is then that q~(ll, 12, 13) is true whenever append(h, 12, 13) holds. The variables x, 
11, 12, 13 range over finite trees, i.e. closed terms of the Herbrand universe. 
In the operational pproach, the two clauses of append/3 are considered as a pro- 
gram. Properties of append/3 are proved with respect o a query evaluation proce- 
dure, say a Prolog compiler. Typical operational properties are: 
1. If the query append(/1,12,x) is called, where l~ is the list [a~,..., am] and 12 is the 
list [bl,.. . ,  b,] and x is a variable, then the query evaluation stops and returns the 
answer x = 13, where 13 is the list [al , . . . ,  am, b l , . . . ,  b,]. 
2. If the query append(x,y, 13) is called, where x and y are variables and 13 is the list 
[cl, • • •, ck], then the whole query evaluation tree is finite and the answers returned 
are of the form x = ll and y = 12, where 11 and 12 is a decomposition of the list 13. 
Such properties are proved by induction on the length of the lists or by any methods. 
In this paper we show how one can prove operational properties of logic programs 
using the declarative approach. The trick is that the clauses of append/3 are trans- 
lated into three positive elementary inductive definitions of three new relations 
append s,append f and append t which express uccess, finite failure and universal ter- 
mination of append/3. 
What are the operational properties of append/3 that we can prove with declar- 
ative methods? We divide the properties into mode, type, termination, function and 
other properties. The properties are expressed by formulas of a first-order language 
with syntactic operators S, F and T for success, failure and universal termination of 
queries. The operators are not modal operators. They are just abbreviations for oth- 
er formulas (see Section 6). The properties of append/3 are: 
I. Mode properties of append/3: 
1. Vx, y,z (S append(x,y,z)/x gr(x)/x gr(y) --+ gr(z)), 
2. Vx,y,z (S append(x,y,z)/X gr(z) ~ gr(x) A gr(y)). 
II. Type properties of append/3: 
3. Vx,y,z (S append(x,y,z) ~ S l ist (x)) ,  
4. Vx,y,z (S append(x,y,z) A S l i s t (y )  --~ S l ist(z)) ,  
5. Vx, y,z (N append(x,y,z) A S l i s t (z )  --~ S l i s t (x)  A S l is t (y)) .  
III. Termination properties of append/3: 
6. Vx,y,z (S l i s t (x)  --~ T append(x,y,z)), 
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7. Vx, y,z (S l i s t ( z )  ~ T append(x,y,z)). 
IV. Function properties of append/3: 
8. Vx,y (S l i s t (x )  ---+ 3!z N append(x,y,z)), 
9. Vx,yl,y2,z (S append(x,yl,z) A S append(x, yz,z) ---, Yl = Y2), 
10. Vxl,x2,y,z (S l i s t ( z )  A S append(xl ,y,z) A S append(x2,y,z) ---+ xl = x2). 
V. Other properties of append/3: 
11. VIi, 12, 13,x,y,z (S append(/i, 12,x) A S append(x, 13,z) A S append(/2, 13,y) 
--+ S append(ll,y,z)), 
12. Vx, y,z (S append(x,y,z) A S l i s t (y )  ---* lh(z) = lh(x) + lh(y)). 
The predicate gr expresses that its argument is ground; lh(x) denotes the length ofx 
provided that x is a list; the data type list is defined as follows: 
list(I]). 
iist([xll]): -list(1). 
In the declarative approach, we take the clauses of append/3 and l i s t /1  plus the 
obvious clauses for nat/1 (natural numbers), add/3 (addition of natural numbers) 
and length /2  (length of a list) and prove in the inductive xtension of these clauses 
properties 1-12. (The interested reader should try after reading Section 7 to prove 
the function property 10.) 
One of the main results of this article says then that, since, for example, the for- 
mula Vx,y,z(S l i s t ( z )  --+ T append(x,y,z)) is provable in the inductive extension, 
we can conclude that the goal append(tl, t2, t3) terminates under depth-first evalua- 
tion for all terms tl, t2, t3 such that l ist ( t3)  succeeds. Moreover, if 
append(t~, t2, t3) succeeds and t3 is a ground term then it follows that tt and t2 are also 
ground terms, etc. Thus we have a method to prove operational properties of a logic 
program in a declarative way. Thereby we obtain a declarative semantics for the 
mode-,  type- and determinism declarations of the new logic programming language 
Mercury [19]. 
There are well-established methods for proving properties of logic programs. 
There are methods for proving termination, there are methods for proving well- 
typedness etc. (cf. eg. [2,4,9,16,18]). Our approach, however, is different in two as- 
pects. First, we have one single formal system in which we prove all the different 
properties of logic programs. Second, we prove the properties not on the operational 
level but on the declarative l vel. The main difference to [1,10,14] is that we use clas- 
sical logic. 
There are several differences between this article and [13,21]. In this article we use 
general goals and not only sequences of literals. This allows a uniform treatment of 
built-in predicates including the predicate ca l l /n  + 1. The notion of modes, mode- 
assignments and p-correct programs of [21] are no longer needed. Instead of it we use 
the unary predicate gr which expresses that a term is ground. This has the advantage 
that we can prove now the type-correctness of programs inside the theory. We can 
even handle so-called second order programs that use the built-in predicate 
ca l l /n  + 1. 
The claim that our methods can be applied to programs of practical interest can 
only be supported by examples. Based on the theoretical results of this article we 
have implemented an interactive theorem prover LPTP. LPTP is still a prototype 
and it would be daring to say that LPTP is for Prolog what the Boyer-Moore the- 
orem prover is for Lisp (cf. [5]). 
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Although this article is on the theoretical foundations of LPTP, we list some de- 
tails about the implementation: 
• LPTP consists of 6500 lines of Prolog code. It is a light system. 
• LPTP has been designed for correctness proofs of pure Prolog programs. Pro- 
grams may contain negation, g-then-else and built-in predicates like is /2 ,  </2  
and cal l /n + I. The programs have to be free of cut and database predicates like 
asser t /1  and re t rac t /1  which allow one to modify a program during run-time. 
It is assumed that pure Prolog handles unification and negation correctly, i.e. does 
an occurs check and produces an error message when evaluating a negated non- 
ground goal. 
• The kernel of LPTP is written in exactly the fragment of Prolog that can be treated 
in LPTP. This means that LPTP does not use cut. Moreover, it is possible in prin- 
ciple to prove properties of LPTP in LPTP. 
• LPTP has a graphical user interface in the Gnu Emacs Editor. For example, the 
user can double-click on a quantifier and the whole scope of the quantifier is high- 
lighted. Moreover, proofs and formulas are indented automatically. 
• LPTP generates TeX and HTML output. 
• LPTP runs under CProlog, Quintus Prolog and SICStus Prolog. 
• Performance: LPTP is able to check a 13 128 line proof (133 pages) in 99.2 s for 
correctness (on a Sun SPARCserver 1000). Hereby it has to be said that in practise 
proofs or parts of proofs that have to be checked are rarely longer than 4 pages. 
The average response time of the system during interactive proving is therefore 
less than 4 s. In automatic theorem proving, however the response time can be ar- 
bitrary long. 
• A skilled user can generate up to 2000 lines of formal proofs with LPTP in one day 
(if the proofs are mathematically not too complicated). 
• LPTP uses the so-called ground representation for formulas and proofs. This 
means that formulas and proofs are encoded as ground Prolog terms. 
The following theorem proving techniques are implemented in LPTP: 
• LPTP works with natural deduction style proofs which are readable for humans. 
The formal proofs use about 70 different axioms and inference rules which are list- 
ed in the user's manual of LPTP according to their usage statistics. 
• LPTP is a proof refinement system. The user constructs formal proofs interactive- 
ly. It is possible to generate proofs deductively from the assumption forwards to 
the goal or goal directed from the goal backwards to the axioms. 
• LPTP has the ability to search for proofs or parts of proofs automatically. In the 
simplest case, LPTP just finds the name of a lemma that can be used at a certain 
point in a proof. In the best case, LPTP finds complete proofs. Given a proof with 
gaps, LPTP always replies with the next two or three "obvious" steps in the 
proof. 
• The axioms of the inductive extension of logic programs (a first-order theory) are 
hard-wired into LPTP. For example, LPTP creates the induction scheme for a giv- 
en predicate automatically. Depending on the Prolog code of the predicate, how- 
ever, the induction scheme can contain a large number of induction steps, for 
example 44 cases. LPTP usually solves the simple cases itself but leaves the other 
cases to the user. 
• Equality is treated by unification. An equation s = t can be introduced ifsa is syn- 
tactically identical to to-, where a is the most general unifier of the already derived 
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equations. This is a simple and efficient reatment of Clark's equality theory CET 
(cf. [6]). 
• The user can define new predicate and function symbols by definitional exten- 
sions. Since the new function symbols are in general not simple data constructors, 
equality between terms with defined function symbols is treated in a different way. 
• LPTP has a library with lemmas about arithmetic and list processing. 
More details about LPTP are described in the user manual that comes with the stan- 
dard distribution. 
Although LPTP is a one-person project, the largest program we have verified is 
635 lines long. The example program is a parser for ISO standard Prolog. The 635 
lines comprise the specification of the parser, too. The specification is given by a 
DCG (Definite Clause Grammar). The full correctness proof contains theorems like, 
for example, that if a parse tree is transformed into a token list (using wr i te)  and the 
token list is parsed back into a parse tree (using read), then this parse tree is identical 
to the original parse tree. 
The fully formalized correctness proof for the ISO Prolog parser is 13 000 lines 
long. This means that we have a factor of 20 for the full verification of this example 
program. The example is contained in the standard istribution of LPTP which is 
available by anonymous FTP from the following URL: 
ftp://ftp-iiuf.unifr.ch/pub/dss/staerk/iptp-l.01.tar.gz 
More information about LPTP can be found at: 
f tp : / /www- i iu f .un i f r . ch /~ staerk/ 
Before we start with the theory of LPTP we would like to discuss the limitations of 
our approach. 
One limitation lies in the very nature of Prolog. In Prolog, functions are represent- 
ed by their graphs. This fact itself is not problematic, but when we formally prove 
properties of functions, then the graph representation is cumbersome because too 
many existential quantifiers are used. The solution we have chosen in LPTP is that 
the user has to prove that a predicate represents a function so that one can introduce 
a new function symbol by a definitional extension. - The advantage of the graph rep- 
resentation is that we do not have to worry about possibly undefined terms and val- 
ues for 'undefined' (cf. [22]). 
Prolog is an untyped programming language and LPTP is untyped too, i.e. the 
language of LPTP is the language of untyped predicate logic. The types, however, 
are around in LPTP disguised as unary Prolog predicates. The predicate l i s t / l ,  
for example, is a type predicate. We argue that type correctness i  like any other pro- 
gram property and can be established by means of a proof rather than by syntactic 
restraints. This has advantages and disadvantages. A disadvantage is that for each 
program one has to spend some time in proving that it is type correct. Such work 
could be done by a type-checker. The advantage is that we can handle more complex 
types. In the correctness proof of a union/find-based unification algorithm, for exam- 
ple, the type 'finite equivalence relation' has been used. 
Another problem arises in connection with built-in predicates. There is no induc- 
tion principle for built-in predicates, since the code for built-in predicates is not 
known. LPTP has to rely on information given by the user. It is the burden of the 
user to set up the right axioms for built-in predicates. A single unsound axiom for 
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a built-in predicate, however, can destroy the soundness of LPTP. Therefore, in Sec- 
tion 8 we give a sufficient condition that an axiom for built-in predicates has to sat- 
isfy so that it does not destroy the adequacy of LPTP. 
2. Goals, queries, programs and formulas 
We need two first-order languages 50 and d .  The syntactic objects of 50 are called 
goals whereas that of 50 are called formulas. Both languages have the same terms r, 
s, t which are built up from variables x, y, z and constants c, d using function symbols 
f ,  g. Constants and function symbols are considered as data constructors ather than 
as functions. So the universe consists of data terms only. 
The predicate symbols of 5 ° have an operational meaning iven by the query eval- 
uation procedure of Prolog. For each predicate symbol R of 50 there are three pred- 
icate symbols R ~, R f and R t in ~ of the same arity as R. The basic idea is that a 
Prolog predicate R of 50 is split into three inductive definitions of predicates R s, R f 
and R t of d which express uccess, failure and termination of R. 
The predicate symbols of 50 are divided into user-defined predicates and built-in 
predicates. If R is an n-ary predicate symbol of Lf then an atomic goal of 50 is an 
expression of the form R(tl,..., t,). The atomic goal is called user-defined or built- 
in according to whether the predicates ymbol R is user-defined or built-in. Atomic 
goals are denoted by A, B. The goals of 50 are 
G, H: := t rue  I fa i l  [ s - t I A I not G I G gz H I G or H I some x G. 
In implementations, negation (not), conjunction (g0 and disjunction (or) are often 
written as \ + G, (G,H), and (G;H). The empty conjunction is identified with 
true;  the empty disjunction corresponds to the goal fa i l .  Conjunction and disjunc- 
tion are both associated to the right. For example, the goal G1 gL G2 g~ G3 stands for 
GI ~ (G2 gz G3). A query Q is a goal of the form 
Gi &...gz G. & true. 
A query Q can be considered as a finite list of goals. We use [Gj,..., G,] as an abbre- 
viation for Gj 8z... tz G, & t rue.  
The language ~ contains in addition a special unary predicate gr which expresses 
that an object is ground. The formulas of 50 are 
~,Z,¢::= T I±l s =t l  I I eAe  I I e ¢ I w~, I ~e, 
where R denotes any predicate symbol of ~e. We write s • t for ~(s = t) and q~ ~ ¢ 
for (~o ~ ¢) A (¢ ~ q~). The positive formulas of d are 
V I--El I sCt  I I A'/' I V I Vx ' I 
Equations can occur negatively in positive formulas. But all the predicates R ~, R r and 
R t as well as gr are only allowed to occur positively. 
The meaning of formulas is given by the first-order predicate calculus of classical 
logic. The meaning of goals will be explained below in terms of an operational se- 
mantics and later by a transformation of goals into formulas. By an d- theory we 
mean a (possibly infinite) collection T of d-formulas. We write T ~- ~o to express that 
the d- formula ~0 can be derived from the d- theory T by the usual rules of predicate 
logic with equality. Free and bound variables in formulas as well as in goals are 
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defined as usual. We write G[£] and ~p[Y] to express that all free variables of G or ~o are 
among the list ~; G(Y) and q,(£) may contain other free variables than Y. 
If  A is a user-defined atomic goal and G is a goal then the expression A : -G  is 
called a clause with head A and body G. Sometimes, clauses have to be written in a 
special normal form. Let C be the following clause: 
R(h[V] , . . . ,  t, ~] ) : -G[ f  I . 
Then the definition fo rm of C is defined as 
Dc[x, . . . .  ,x.]: = some f(x, = t,[~] g~...& x. = t.D7 ] & G~]) 
and the normal form of C is the clause 
R(x, ,  . . . ,x,): -Dc[X l ,  . . . ,x,]. 
A logic program is a finite list of clauses. Let P be a program and R be a user-defined 
predicate symbol such that the clauses for R in P are C1, • • •, C,, (in this order). Then 
the definition fo rm of R with respect o P is defined as 
D~R DTI: - Dc, [Y] o r . . .  or De,,, {Y] 
and the normal ized definition of R in P is the clause R(Y): --D~R [Y]. Both, the definition 
form of a clause and the definition form of a user-defined predicate are goals. Thus, 
from a theoretical point of view, one could as well define a logic program to be a 
function that assigns to every user-defined predicate symbol R a goal D~R[Y ] for some 
distinguished variables Y. 
3. Logical built-in predicates 
Using the concept of goals, all the so-called logical built-in predicates can be treat- 
ed in a uniform way. Without general goals, a theory of built-in predicates would be 
rather ad-hoc, since then every built-in predicate has to be treated in a different way. 
We assume that ~ is a set of built-in atomic goals and ~ is a function from ~ into 
the set of goals such that the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(D) If  A E ~ then Aa C ~ for each substitution a. 
(B) ,~(Aa) -- ~(A)a  for each A E ~ and each substitution a. 
The idea is that ~ contains exactly those built-in atomic goals that can be evaluated 
and do not report an error message because of type violations or insufficient instant- 
iation of arguments. The goal ~(A) is then the result of the evaluation of A. In most 
cases the goal ~(A) is either true or fail. In other cases ~(A) can be an equation or 
a conjunction of equations. In some cases, like in the case of the predicate 
ca l l /n  + 1, ~(A) may even be an atomic goal. 
We assume that the set ~ is given as a union ~ -- U{~(R): R built-in}. Here are 
some examples. 
~(integer/l) := {integer(t): t is ground} 
{t rue ,  if t is an integer constant: 
.~( integer(t ) )  := 
fa i l ,  otherwise. 
(2( is/2) := {tj i s  t2:t2 is a ground arithmetic expression} 
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i s  t2) :=  (tl = .), 
where n is the value of t2 (as an integer constant). 
9 (</2)  := {q < t2: tl and t2 are ground arithmetic expressions} 
~[true, if the value of tl is less than the value of t2; 
M(tl < t2) := [. fa i l ,  otherwise. 
~(ca l l /n  + 1):= {cal l ( t0, t l , . . . ,  t ): to is not a variable} 
~(ca l l (R (S l , . . .  , Sm) , t , , . . . ,  tn) ) : :  R (S , , . . . ,  Sin, t l , . . .  , t,) 
Not all of the commonly used built-in predicates can be modeled this way. The 
var/1 predicate for example violates condition (B). Therefore the var/1 predicate 
is not considered as a logical built-in predicate: 
~(var /1)  := {vat(t): t is a term} 
~[true, if t is a variable; 
M(var(t)) := I. fa i l ,  otherwise. 
Some multi-purpose, built-in predicates like functor /3  that are used in standard 
systems have to be decomposed into their single components in order that they 
can be treated in our framework. The components of functor /3  are decompose/3 
and construct /3:  
~(decompose/3) := {decompose(t,,t2,t3): tl is not a variable} 
~(decompose0C(r,,... , r , ) , s , t ) ) :=  (s =f  g~ t= n) 
~(const ruct /3 )  := {const ruct ( t , ,  t2, t3): t2 is a constant, 0 ~< t3 ~< 255} 
~(const ruct ( t , f  ,n)) := some x l , . . . ,  x,(t = f (x l , . . . ,  x,)) 
@(arg/3) :={arg(t, ,tz,t3):  tl is an integer, t2 is not a variable} 
(s i=t ,  if l~<i~<n; 
~(arg( i , f ( s l , .  .. ,s,),t)) := ]. fa i l ,  otherwise. 
and M can also be understood as a foreign language interface. Sometimes it helps 
to think of a built-in predicate R as given by the (possibly infinite) collection of claus- 
es R(t-):-~(R(t-)) for R(t-) e 9.  Note that the conditions (D) and (B) imply that 
FV(~(A)) C_ FV(A) for all A E ~ and that ~(Aa)a  -- ~(Aa)  provided that a is idem- 
potent. 
4. A stack-based, top-down operational model 
In this section we describe a simple operational model that directly reflects the 
stack-based memory management of most real implementations of logic program- 
ming systems. The operational model is given by a transition relation between states 
of the computation. 
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An environment is a finite set of bindings {t l /x i , . . . ,  t,/x,} such that the xi's are 
pairwise different variables. Environments are different from substitutions, ince it 
is not required that ti ~ xi (cf. [7]). We work with environments rather than with sub- 
stitutions, since in this way we can avoid some problems related to "standardizing 
apart" variables. All variables that have ever been used in the computation have a 
binding in the environment. 
A frame consists of a query Q and an idempotent environment 7. Idempotent 
means that if ti ~ x~ then x~ does not occur in t l , . . . ,  4. Remember that a query is 
a list of goals. A frame stack consists of a (possibly empty) sequence 
(Qi, q~;... ;Q,, 7,) of frames. The query Q, together with the environment 7, is called 
the topmost frame of the stack. Capital greek letters (I), W and ® denote finite, pos- 
sibly empty, sequences of the form Q1,71;... ;Q,, 7,. Thus ((I); Q, 7) denotes a stack 
with topmost frame Q, 7. 
A state of a computation is a finite sequence ((I)l) ... (~,) of frame stacks. ((I),) is 
called the topmost stack of the state. States are denoted by the capital greek letter If. 
For a query Q with free variables xl, . . . ,x,  let init(Q) be the state 
(Q, {xj/xl,... ,x,/x,}). There are three kinds of final states: yes(q), no and error .  
The transition rules of the query evaluation procedure are defined in Table 1. 
Rule 1 says that the constant rue  can be deleted. In 2, the constant fa i l  starts 
backtracking. This means that the topmost frame of the topmost stack is popped. 
Thus the frames (G~, 71;. . - ;G,,  7,) are alternatives, also called choice points. 
In 3 and 4, equations are solved by unification. If the unification is successful, it
changes the current environment; if the unification fails then backtracking starts. It is 
assumed that mgu(s, t) returns an idempotent most general unifier if s and t are un- 
ifiable. 
Rules 5 and 6 deal with atomic goals. User-defined predicates are replaced by their 
definition forms. Built-in predicates are replaced by their built-in definitions, but 
only if the necessary type conditions are satisfied. Otherwise, in 7, built-in predicates 
report an error message. 
Table l 
Transit ion rules of the query evaluation procedure 
1. 32 (go; true & Q,I/> t> 32 <go; Q, q> 
2. 32 (go: fail & Q, ~/) t> 32 (go) 
3. 5? <go; s - t & Q, q) ~, I£ <go; Q, qr) 
4. 32 <go; s = t g~ Q, q) t> 53 <go) 
5. 52 (go;R(t~ ~ Q,, )  c, 53 (go;DReR~  Q,t/) 
6. 53 (go; A & Q, , )  > 53 <go; 2-6'(At/) g~ Q, , )  
7. 32 (go;A ,% Q,q) > er ror  
8. 53 (go; (a  & H) & Q, r/) ~> 53 <go; 6 & (H g~ Q), ~/> 
9. 32 (go; (G or H) & Q,q) t> 53 (go;G g~ Q,q ;H & Q,q) 
10. 32 (go; (a  or  H) & Q, r/> t> 53 (go; H & Q, t/; a & Q, t/> 
11. 32 <go; (some x G) g~ Q, q} t> 53 <go; G{y/x} & Q, q u {y/y}) 
12. 32 <qb;(not G) & Q,q> t> Z(go;(notG)&Q,q><[Gl,q> 
13. 53 (gO; (not  G) ~ Q, q) t> er ror  
14. 32(go;(notG)&Q,q>yes(r) c, 53(go) 
15. E <go;(not G) & Q,q) no t> 53 (4);Q,q) 
16. X <go;true ,,} > Xyes(.) 
17. X()  > 53no 
[if r = mgu(sq, tr/)] 
[if sq and tq are not unifiable] 
[if R is user-defined] 
[ifA is built-in and A~/E ~]  
[irA is built-in and At /g  ~]  
b' new] 
[if Gr t is ground] 
[if G~/is not ground] 
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Rule 8 says that always the left goal is selected in a conjunction. This corresponds 
to a left-most goal selection rule in standard terminology or to so-called LDNF-res- 
olution (see [3]). 
Rules 9 and 10 are non-deterministic. This is the only place where non-determin- 
ism occurs. To solve a disjunction (G or H) means either to solve first G and then H 
or to solve first H and then G. In both cases, new frames are allocated. Without rule 
10 one obtains a Prolog-like deterministic evaluation procedure. 
In 11, existential quantified variables are standardized apart. The environment is
enlarged. The variable y must be chosen in such a way that is does not appear free 
neither in the query (some x G) & Q nor in the environment ~/. 
In 12, negated goals start subcomputations. In order to solve the goal not G~/, the 
query [Gq] is tried provided that Gr/is ground. Otherwise, in 13, an error message is 
raised. Rule 14 says that if G succeeds then not G fails. Rule 15 says that if G fails 
then not G succeeds. Rule 16 deals with the cases where the query of the topmost 
frame is the goal t rue;  rule 17 deals with the cases where the topmost stack is empty. 
Definition 4.1. We say that 
1. a query Q succeeds with answer a, if there exists a computation with initial state 
init(Q) and final state yes (r/) such that a is the restriction of r/to the variables of Q; 
2. a query Q succeeds with answer including a, if there exist substitutions z and 0 such 
that Q succeeds with answer r and Q~O - Qa; 
3. a query Q fails, if there exists a computation with initial state init(Q) and final 
state no; 
4. a query Q terminates, if all computations with initial state init(Q) are finite and do 
not end in e r ror ;  
5. a query Q is safe, if there exists no computation with initial state init(Q) and final 
state er ror .  
I f  a query is safe then during a computation all negative goals are ground at the 
time when they are processed and all built-in atoms belong to ~ when they are 
called. Note that termination means universal termination. For Prolog-like systems 
this means that one can hit the semicolon key a finite number of times until one fi- 
nally obtains the message no more solutions. Moreover, termination is defined in such 
a way that it includes safeness. If  a goal terminates then it is safe. 
5. A calculus for signed queries 
In general, it is troublesome to work with a stack-based, operational model direct- 
ly. One reason is that the computations are top-down (or goal directed). It is often 
easier to work with a bottom-up (or inductive) definition. Therefore we introduce a 
calculus for signed queries in Table 2. A signed query is an expression of the form 
Y: Q, N: Q or T: Q. The symbols Y, N and T are considered as tags that are attached 
to the query Q. We write Pl~-O : Q if the signed query O: Q is derivable in the calculus 
of Table 2. 
Some of the rules of the calculus have infinitely many premises. Since the substi- 
tution rule, however, is admissible in the calculus (see Lemma A.1), they can be re- 
placed by finitary rules. For example, the finitary rules for N are: 
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O:Q O:Gg~(H&Q) for O • {Y, N, T} 
O: true & Q O: (G & H) & Q 
O:D~e~] ~ Q ifR is user-defined O:~(A) & QifA • 
O:R(t~ & Q O:A & Q 
Y:Q Y:G & Q Y:H ~ Q 
Y:true Y : t=tgzQ Y : (GorH)  &Q Y : (GorH)  & Q 
Y: G{t/x} ~ Q N: G & true Y: Q 
Y: (some x G) 8~ Q Y: (not G) & Q 
N:Q~forall~withsg-tcr N:G&Q N:H&Q 
N:fai l  & Q N:s - t & Q N:(G or H) g~ Q 
N: G{t/x} & Q for all terms t Y: G & true N: G & true N: Q 
N: (some x G) g~ Q N: (not G) g~ Q N: (not G) & Q 
T: Qa for all m with s~r _-- ta 
T:true T : fa i l  & Q T :s=t& Q 
T:GaQ T:Hg~Q T:G{t/x}&Qforalltermst 
T:(GorH) a Q T:(somexG) &Q 
T:G ~ true Y: G ~ true (,) T:G ~ true Q: Q(,) 
T: (not G) ~ Q T: (not G) 
(*) if G is ground. 
N: Qt 
if ~ -- mgu(s, t), 
N :s=t  g~ Q 
if s and t are not unifiable, 
N:s=t&Q 
N:G{y/x} g~ Q if y is not free in the conclusion. 
N: (some x G) gz Q 
The following theorem relates the calculus for signed queries to the stack-based op- 
erational model. 
Theorem 5.1. Let Q be a query. 
1. A query Q is safe and terminates if and only tfPIF-T: Q. 
2. I f  Q succeeds with answer a, then PIF-Y: Q6. 
3. I f  Q fails, then PIF-N: Q. 
4. I f  PIF-Y: Qa and PIF-T: Q, then Q succeeds with answer including o. 
5. I f  PIF-N: Q and PI~-T: Q, then Q fails. 
Since the proofs of  this theorem is rather technical we postpone it into an appen- 
dix. In the following we will use the calculus for signed queries only, and we will not 
refer to the stack-based, operational model. Note that the set of safe queries is not 
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recursively enumerable. Therefore there is no finitary calculus in which one can de- 
rive exactly the safe queries. 
6. Syntactic operators for success, failure and termination 
For the declarative semantics of logic programs we need three syntactic operators 
S, F and T which transform goals of the language Lf into positive Lf-formulas. SG is 
read: G succeeds; FG is read: G fails; TG is read: G terminates (and is safe). The op- 
erators S, F and T are not part of the language. They are defined notions. The op- 
erators are defined in Table 3. 
Special attention require the cases T(G & H), T(G or H) and T not G. The other 
cases are as one would expect. An immediate consequence of the definition of 
T(G & H) is that T(E & (F g~ G)) is equivalent to T((E & F) 8, G). This can be seen 
as follows: 
T(E & (F & G)) +-~ TEA (FEVT(F & G)) 
~-* TEA (FE V (TF A (FF V TG))) 
+-* TEA (FE V TF) A (FE V FF V TG) 
T(E & F) A (F(E & F) V TG) 
~-* T((E & F) & G) 
The definition of T(G or H) shows that termination has to be understood as univer- 
sal termination. The goal G or H terminates only if both branches, G and H, termi- 
nate. Note that F (s=t~ G) is equivalent o s- - t - -~FG and T(s=tSz G) is 
equivalent to s = t --- TG. 
The definition of T(noz G) is the essential difference between the T operator here 
and the T (resp. L) operator in [20, 21]. There, T(noz G) is simply defined as TG. 
Here, we require in addition that G is ground using the operator gr which is extended 
from terms to goals as follows: 
Table 3 
Operators for success, failure and termination 
SR(t'):--= RS(~ 
S true: --- T 
S fail: -= i 
S(.~ = t):- (~ =t) 
FR(t~: = Rf (~ 
F true: --= ± 
F fail: -- T 
V(~ = t): = ~(.~ = t)  
TR(t~:- Rt(t~ 
T true: ~ • 
T fail: --- T 
T(s  = t): = T 
S(not G): - FG 
S(G g~ H): - SG A SH 
S(G or H) :~ SGVSH 
S(some x G): =- 3xSG 
F(not G): ~ SG 
F (G&H) :~-FGvFH 
F(G or H) : -  = FGAFH 
F(some x G): = VxFG 
T(not  G): ~ TG A gr(G) 
T(G & H): = TGA (FG v TH) 
T(G or H) : -  TG A TH 
T(some x G): = VxTG 
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gr(zrue):-= T, gr(G & H) : -  gr(G) A gr(H), 
gr(fa±l):-= T, gr(G or H):--  gr(G) A gr(H), 
gr(s = t):------ gr(s) A gr(t), gr(some x G) : -  3xgr(G), 
gr(R(tl , . . . ,  t,)):-- gr(tl) A--. A gr(t,), gr(not G): = gr(G). 
What we want is that for a goal G with free variables x~,..., x, the following is true: 
gr(G) ~ gr(xl) A. . .  A gr(x,). (,) 
It is not possible to take this as a definition of gr(G) directly, since then we would 
loose the substitution property that (TG)a - T(Ga) for each substitution a. In the 
inductive extension of a logic program, however, (,) will be provable. 
7. The inductive extension of a logic program 
The inductive extension of a logic program P is, roughly speaking, Clark's com- 
pletion (cf. [6]) of a logic program plus induction along the definition of the predi- 
cates. However, there are essential differences. For instance, the inductive 
extension is consistent for arbitrary programs. This is not the case for Clark's com- 
pletion. In the inductive extension it is also possible to prove termination of predi- 
cates. This cannot be done in Clark's completion. The inductive extension of P, 
IND(P), comprises the following axioms: 
I. The axioms of Clark's equality theory CET: 
1. f (x l , . . .  ,Xm) =f(Yl, . . . ,Ym) ---+xi =Yi [ i f f  is m-ary and 1 <<.i<<.m] 
2. f (x l , . . . , xm)  # g(yl , . . . ,yn)  [ i f f i sm-ary ,  g i sn -aryandf~g]  
3. t#x  [ i fxoccurs in tandt~x]  
II. Axioms for gr: 
4. gr(c) [if c is a constant] 
5. gr(xl) A. . .  A gr(xm) ~ gr(f(xl , . . .  ,Xm)) [ i f f  is m-ary] 
III. Uniqueness axioms (UNI): 
6. -~(RS(~) A ef(.~)) 
IV. Totality axioms (TOT): 
7. Rt(.~) ---+ RS(~) V Rf(.~) 
V. Fixed point axioms for user-defined predicates R: 
8. SD~R[~ ] ~ RS(Z), FD~R[~ ]  Rf(Z), TD~R[Z ] ~ Rt(.~) 
VI. Fixed point axioms for built-in, atomic goals A E ~: 
9. SM(A) ~ SA, F~(A) ~ FA, T~(A) ~ TA. 
VII. True axioms for built-in predicates. 
VIII. The simultaneous induction scheme for user-defined predicates: 
Let Rl , . . .  ,R, be user-defined predicates and let q~l(Yl),..., qg,(Y,) be ~-formulas 
such that the length of ~i is equal to the arity of Ri for i = 1,. . . ,  n. Let 
closed(tp, (.~,)/RI,. .. , q),(.~,)/R,) 
be the formula obtained from 
V-~I (SD~R I [-~1] -"+ R] (31)) A - - .  A ~/.~n(SO~Rn [-~n] ---4 RS(.~n)) 
by replacing simultaneously all occurrences of Ri(t-) by qh(~ for i = 1,. . . ,  n and re- 
naming the bound variables when necessary. Let 
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sub( ~°l (Xl ) / Rl ,  . . . , q)n(~n) / Rn) 
be the formula 
V~I (R~ (21) ~ ~ol (21)) A . . -  n V~,(R~(~o) ~ ~o,(£,)). 
Then the simultaneous induction axiom is the following formula: 
10. closed((Pl (Z I ) /R1 , . .  . , (p,(Yn)/R,,) ~ sub(cp I (Z , ) /R , ,  . . . , (p , (Z , ) /R , ) .  
We briefly discuss the axioms of IND(P): 
I. Clark's equality theory CET is needed for the formalization of unification. 
Let 
E:= {S l=q, . . . , s , ,=t ,}  and (pE :=_(s l=t lA . . .As ,=t , ) .  
I f  E is unifiable and aa ==- ba for a most general unifier a of E, then CET proves 
¢PE ~ a = b. If  E is not unifiable, then CET proves -~Ps. If  a is an idempotent most 
general unifier of E, then CET proves ~0 e ~ (~ ~ ~ba) for arbitrary formulas ~. 
II. The predicate gr is used to say that a term is ground. We will see below that, if 
gr(t) is provable from IND(P),  then t is ground. We assume that the language Lf 
contains at least one constant symbol. 
III. From the uniqueness axioms (UNI) one can immediately derive -~(SG A FG) 
for arbitrary goals G. 
IV. From the totality axioms (TOT) one can derive TG ~ SG V FG for each goal G. 
V. The fixed point axioms for user defined-predicates say that one can read a 
clause both, from body to head, but also from head to body. 
VI. In the fixed point axioms for built-in predicates it is important hat A belongs 
to ~. Otherwise, .~(A) is not defined. Note that if s and t are two terms such that 
R(s)  E ~ and R(t) E ~ then CET proves 
s = t ~ [O~(R(s)) +-~ O~(R(t))] for O E {S,F,T}. 
I f  s and t are not unifiable then this is trivial. Otherwise let ~r = mgu(s,  t). Since 
(O.~(R(s)))~r is the same as O°~(R(sa) ) ,  by I, we obtain that CET proves 
s = t 
We also have that CET proves 
s = t ~ [O~(R(t)) ~ O~(R( ta ) ) ] .  
Thus the claim follows, since sa = ta. 
VII. We will explain in Definition 8.2 in the next section, after introducing the op- 
erator Fp, what we mean by true axioms for built-in predicates. For example, the 
following axioms are true: 
1. Vxl,x2,y (S(xl i s  y) A S(x2 i s  y) ~ Xl = x2). 
2. gx (gr(x) +-+ T integer(x)) .  
3. Vx (S ±nteger  (x) --~ V(x < x)). 
4. VXl ,X2 ,Y l ,y  2 (S(x I i8  Yl) A S(x 2 i8  Y2) --+ (S(xl < x2) +-+ S(yl < Y2))). 
5. Vx ,y ,z  (S ±nteger_l±st([x,y,z]) A S(x < y) A S(y < z) + S(x < z)). 
Note that axioms like x = 7 ~ S(x ±s 3 + 4) are included in the fixed point axi- 
oms VI. 
VIII. The simultaneous induction scheme xpresses the minimality of the R S pred- 
icates. Note that the formulas SD~R are positive. Informally, the induction scheme 
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says that one can use induction along the definition of the predicates. For the 
append/3 and the 1±st/1 predicate we have the following rules: 
Vltp([], l, l) Vx, Ii, 12, 13(S append(/l, 12, 13) A qg(ll, 12, 13) --* ~O([xll,], 12, [xll3])) 
VI,, 12, 13(S append(l,, 12, 13) --* q~(l,, 12, 13)) 
Vx, l(S l is t ( l )  A  0(l) 
v1(s l ist(1) ,p(1)) 
Sometimes the induction rule for append/3 is called computational induction and the 
rule for 1 ±st/1 is called structural induction. Another form of induction is induction 
on the universe. This form of induction, however, is not sound, as the following ex- 
ample shows. 
Example 7.1. Assume that the language L~' has exactly one constant symbol c and 
one unary function symbol f .  In this case, induction on the universe is the scheme 
(p(c) A Vx(q~(x) ---* q~(f(x)) --+ Vx~p(x). (**) 
Let P be the program with the two clauses q: - r (x)  and r(f(x)): -r(x).  Using induc- 
tion on the universe (**) for ~0(x):- Tr(x) and the fixed point axioms 
VxTr(x) ~ Tq and Vy(x =-f(y) -+ Tr(y)) ~ Tr(x) 
one can easily derive VxTr(x) and hence Tq. But the goal q does not terminate under 
query evaluation. Therefore, induction on the universe is unsound for our purposes. 
We want that TG is provable if and only if G terminates. This examples also shows 
that we cannot restrict he semantics to Herbrand interpretations only, since for Her- 
brand interpretations induction on the universe is a valid principle. 
Now we state the two main theorems that relate the inductive xtension of logic pro- 
grams to the Prolog query evaluation procedure. The next two theorems say that the 
first-order theory IND(P) is adequate for proving properties of logic programs. The 
first theorem says that the Prolog query evaluation procedure can be interpreted in
IND(P). For this interpretation the full power of the inductive xtension is not used. 
Only CET and the directions from left to right in the fixed point axioms are needed. 
Theorem 7.1. Let Q be a query. 
1. I f  Q terminates then IND(P) I- TQ. 
2. I f  Q succeeds with answer ~ then IND(P) I- SQa. 
3. I f  Q fails then IND(P) F- FQ. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, it suffices to show the following: 
1. If PIF--I-: Q then IND(P) t- TQ. 
2. If PIFY: Q then IND(P) t- SQ. 
3. If PIFN: Q then IND(P) t- FQ. 
We prove these statements by induction on the length of a derivation in the calculus 
for signed queries. We consider some interesting cases. Note that O(G 8~ true) is 
equivalent to OG for O E {S, F, T}. 
Assume that PIFT: s = t ,~ Q. By the induction hypothesis, we obtain that TQa is 
provable in IND(P) for each substitution ~such that sa = t~r. We have to show that 
T(s = t ~ Q) is derivable in IND(P). Since T(s = t & Q) is equivalent to s = t -* TQ, 
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we have to show that IND(P) proves s -- t ---+ TQ. If s and t are not unifiable, then 
-~(s = t) is derivable in CET and we are done. Otherwise, let a be an idempotent 
most general unifier of s and t. By assumption, since sa = ta, we know that TQa 
is derivable in IND(P). Since CET proves s = t A TQa ~ TQ, we are done. 
Assume that G is ground and that the signed query T: (not G) gz Q is derived from 
the premises T: G & true and Y: G tz true. By the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
that the formulas TG and SG are derivable in IND(P). We want to show that 
T((not G) ~ Q) is derivable as well. Since G is ground, the formula gr(G) is provable 
in IND(P). Since T(not G) is defined as TG A gr(G), we obtain that T(not G) is 
provable in IND(P). Since F(not G) is defined as SG, we obtain that 
IND(P) I- T(not G) A (F(not G) V TQ). 
This is exactly the formula T((not G) g~ Q) and we are done. [] 
The main theorem says that the theorems we can derive in IND(P) are true under 
the procedural interpretation. For example, if the formula TQ is provable, then the 
query Q terminates. 
Main Theorem 7.1. Let Q be a query. 
1. / f IND(P)  ~- TQ then Q terminates. 
2. ~f IND(P) H TQ A SQa then Q succeeds with answer including a. 
3. ~f IND(P) k TQ A FQ then Q fails. 
The rest of this paper deals with the proof of this theorem. Note that the theorem 
implies, for example, the following existence property: 
Corollary 7.1. ~fIND(P) k S(some x G[x]) A T(some x G[x]) then there exists a term t 
such that the goal G[x] succeeds with answer {t/x} and IND(P) ~- SG[t]. 
It is important to note, that from the provability of TQ it follows not only that all 
computations for Q terminate but also that there are no errors in calls of built-in 
predicates during the computation. There is an interesting analogy between the T op- 
erator and the logic of partial terms (cf. eg. [11,12]). In the logic of partial terms the 
expression t $ means that the functional program t terminates and that during the 
evaluation there are no type conflicts, i.e. the program is dynamically well-typed. 
The meaning of TQ is similar. It means that the evaluation of the goal Q terminates 
and that there are no error messages caused by non-ground negative goals or wrong- 
ly typed built-in atomic goals. 
8. Models of the inductive extension 
Models of the inductive extension of a logic program can be constructed by 
iterating a monotonic operator on ~-structures. An A'~-structure ~ is given by a 
non-empty set 19AI, a relation 9.1(R) c_ 19.I1" for each n-ary predicate symbol R of 
and a function ~I(f): 19.11" --* 19.11 for each n-ary function symbol f .  We consider 
the subrelation ordering between ~-structures. The notion 9.1 ~ ~ means that 
1. I~1 = [~31, 
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2.92(f) = ~3(f) for each function symbol and 
3.92(R) C_ ~3(R) for each predicate symbol R of ~ .  
Positive formulas are monotonic with respect o this ordering. If ~0[~] is a positive 
formula, 92 <~ 3, d E 1921 and 92 ~ ~0[ff], then also ~B ~ q~[d]. 
The operator Fp assigns to each ~q-structure 9.Ia new Se-structure Fj,(92) such 
that IFp(92)] = 192[ and Fp(92)(f) = 92(f) for each function symbol f .  The exten- 
sions of the predicates in Fp(92) are defined as follows (we write SR for R s, FR for 
R f, TR for Rt): 
rp(92)(OR) := {(H) ~ 1921n: 92 ~ ODOR[HI}, 
F~(92)(OR) := {(a) ~ 1921~: there exist terms ~]  and b 6 1921 such that 
d = t"[b], R (~)  c ~, ~(R(~]))=G[Y] and 92 ~ OG[b]}, 
Fe(92)(gr) := {a c 1921: there exists a closed term t with a = ill}. 
In this definition O ranges over {S, F, T}. In the first line R is an n-ary user-defined 
predicate; in the second line R is an n-ary built-in predicate. 
Lemma 8.1. Let 92 and ~ be ~-structures. 
1. I f  92 <<. ~3 then Fp(92) ~< Fp(~3). 
2. I f  92 satisfies CET and UNI, then Fp(92) satisfies UNL 
3. If92 satisfies TOT, then Fp(9.1) satisfies TOT. 
4. If92 satisfies CET and Fp(92) = 92 then 92 satisfies the fixed point axioms. 
The definition of the stages of the operator Fp is canonical (cf. [17]). 
Definition 8.1. Let 92 be an ~q-structure that satisfies CET. Assume that all predicates 
are empty in 92. Then one defines for ordinal numbers ct the stages Iff a~ in the 
following way: 
Io P,'~' lP,'~ P,'~' P,'~ tr~,~ ~"~' I I  ~,,~I :=92, :=r~(/~ ), i~ :=~.~ .~+, 1 2 := I  . 
:t<2 ~EOn 
It is easy to see that i~,,a ~< i~,'a provided that c~ ~< ft. 
Proposition 8.1. Let 92 be an ~-structure that satisfies CET. Assume that all 
predicates are empty in 92. Then I~ 'a is the least fixed point of Fp on the CPO 
{~3:92 ~< ~3}. 
We can define now what is meant with true axioms for built-in predicates in the 
inductive xtension. 
Definition 8.2. A formula q~ is called a true axiom for built-in predicates if tp does not 
contain user-defined predicates and I~ 'a ~ ~o for all structures 92 that satisfy CET 
and all logic programs P. 
In most cases, axioms for built-in predicates are even true in all fixed-points of Fp. 
For example, the axioms 1-5 are true in all structures 92 such that Fp(92) = 92 and 
92 ~ CET. 
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Theorem 8.1. Let ~ be an ~-structure that satisfies CET. Assume that all predicates 
are empty in 9.I. Then I~ '~ is a model o f lND(P) .  
The results of [8,15] on the closure ordinal of ext and cIb, can be transformed to the 
operator Fe. The closure ordinal of Fp can be ~o TM. But in general only the finite 
stages have a computational meaning. Therefore we define a hierarchy of free term 
~P structures (,S, ),<,,,. The hierarchy is analyzed in detail in Section 10. 
Definition 8.3. Let 1`3[ be the set of all terms (with variables). The interpretation of
the function symbols in ,3 is the free interpretation, i.e. 
3( f ) (h , . . - ,  tin) : f (h , . . . ,  tm). 
Equality is interpreted as identity. The interpretation of the predicate symbols is 
empty. We define ~50~e := ` 3 and ;S,+~P 1 := FP(3~)" 
According to Definition 8.1 we have ;5,~P = /~P,:~. Although 1~ 3 is a model of 
IND(P), the finite stages ~,e are in general not models of IND(P) (cf. Example 7). 
For positive formulas, however, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 8.2. I f lND(P)  F ~p and qo &positive then there ex&ts a natural number n < ~o 
such that ~-P ;5,, b 
The proof of this theorem uses a sequent calculus for positive formulas. 
9. A sequent calculus for positive formulas 
Sequents F, A are finite multisets of positive ~-formulas. The ordering of for- 
mulas in a sequent is not important. Multisets are finite sequences modulo per- 
mutations. The comma denotes concatenation of multisets. Sequents are 
interpreted isjunctively. If F is the sequent ~Pl,..-, ~P, and ~ is an ~-structure 
then we write 
~[~F for 9A~V(~plV...V~p, ) 
and say that f" is true in the structure 95[. The axioms and rules of the sequent calculus 
are listed in Table 4. 
Note that in a proof of a sequent he rules IV for user-defined predicates and 
built-in atomic goals are used finitely many times only. Therefore, if a sequent is 
~P (;5,),<,,, is provable, then it is true at a finite stage ;5,. Hereby we use the fact that ~P 
an increasing sequence of structures and that a sequent consists of positive formulas 
only. 
Lemma 9.1. I f  F is provable in the sequent calculus then there exists a natural number 
n < ~o such that 3~ ~ F. 
Although the sequent calculus is a rather weak system compared to the inductive 
extension IND(P), it has the same strength for positive formulas. 
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Table 4 
A sequent calculus for positive formulas 
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Axiom sequents: 
F, T F, gr(t) 
- -  if t is a ground term 
if aa =~ ba for a = mgu{sl  = tl . . . . .  s,, = t,, } 
r ,  sl y/: h , .  ,s,, ¢ t , ,a  = b 
11. 
lII. 
IV. 
if {sl = tl . . . . .  s, = t,,} is not unifiable 
F,s l  ¢ t~,. ,s,, ¢ t, 
Equality rule: 
F , s l~: t l  . . . . .  s,, ¢ t,,R(d)= i f  R(~)a  - R (b)a  and a = rngu{sl = tt . . . . .  s,, = t,,}. 
F. sl y~ tl . . . .  ,s,, ¢ t , ,R (b )  
Structural and logical rules: 
r, ~, ~, r,,p F, qJ r ,~ ,q  r ,  ~o(7) (,) r ,  ~(t) 
r ,  ~ r,  ~p A ~// r, ~o v q r,  v-~(~)- r,  ~x,p(x) 
(*) i fy  does not appear free in the conclusion. 
Rules for user-defined predicates R and built-in atomic goals A E ~: 
r, OD~ r, O~(A t 
fo rO e {S,F,T} 
r, OR(~ r ,  OA 
Theorem 9.1. I f  IND(P) t- q~ and q9 is positive then ~p is provable in the sequent 
calculus. 
Proof. The proof is indirect. Assume that q)0 is not provable in the sequent calculus. 
Then, by standard methods, one can construct a set S of formulas uch that ~o 0 E S 
and the following properties hold: 
1. TVS ,  
2. {s, e t , , . . . , s ,  ¢ t,,a = b} C_ S, a = mgu{s, = q , . . . , s ,  = t,} ~ aa ~ ba. 
3. {sl ¢ t l , . . . , s ,  ¢ t,} C S => {Sl = t t , . . . , s ,  = t,} is unifiable. 
4. t ground => gr(t) ~ S, 
5. {s, ¢ t~ . . .  , s ,  ¢ t ,}  c s ,  R(~)  e S, ~ = mgu{s l  = t~ . . .  s,  = t , ) ,  
R(a)~ -- R(b)~ ~ R(b) e S, 
6.~oAq, 6S  ~ rpESor~6S,  
7. ~oV~,ES ~ q0ESandq*ES,  
8. Vx~p(x) E S ~ there exists a y such that q~(y) E S, 
9 .~p(x)  ES  ~ q~(t) ES for  each termt,  
10. OR(~ E S, R user-defined =~ OD~R[~ E S, 
l l .  OAES,  AE~ ~ O.~(A) ES. 
We define a term structure 9J such that Fp(gJ) ~ 9J, 9J ~ GET and 9J ~ ~P0. Let [9.1 I 
be the set of all terms (with variables) and define 
'~IOC)(t, . . . .  , G) := f ( t l , . . . ,  G). 
Equality is interpreted by an equivalence relation ..~,a which is defined as follows: 
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a ~,~1 b : ¢=~ there exists a subset {sl -¢ q , . . .  ,s, ¢ t,} C_ S such that 
aa - ba for each solution a of {sl = tt , . . .  ,s, = t,}. 
For an n-ary predicate symbols R of fa we set 
~(R) := {(t-) ~ r~[°: R(t-) ¢ S}. 
The relation ~'~ satisfies CET and has the following additional properties: 
1. al ~,~t b l , . . . ,a ,  , -2~1b, ~ f (a l , . . . ,a , )  ~'~t f (b t , . . . ,b , ) ,  
2. al ~'~' b, , . . . ,a, ,  ~ I  b,, (al . . . .  ,a,) E N(R) => (bl,. . .  ,bn) ~ ~[(R). 
Then one proves by induction on the length of a formula ~0 that if p c S then q~ is not 
true in the structure 9.1 under the canonical variable assignment that assigns to each 
variable x the element x E 19.II. In particular we obtain that % is not true in ~I. 
In the next step one shows that F/,(~I) ~< ~I. Suppose, for example, that R is a user- 
defined predicate and (d) E Fp(~I)(R s) but (d) ~ o-I(R~). By the definition of 9.I this 
means that R~(d) E S. By property 10 of S, we obtain that SD~e[d ] E S and thus 
9.I [¢ SD~R[d ]. This is a contradiction to (if) E Fe(9.1)(RS). 
Suppose that R is built-in and (d) E Fe(N)(R s) but (h') ¢ 9.I(R9. By the definition 
of Fe, there exist terms ~ and a substitution a such that R(6) = R(t-)a, R(t-) ~ c~ and 
~ (SN(R(t-))a. Now R(~) is also in ~ and, by property 11 of S, we obtain that 
S~(R(ff)) ~ S and thus 9X ~ S.¢~(R(ff)). This is a contradiction, since S.N(R(t-))a is 
the same formula as SM(R(6)). 
The arguments for R f and R t are similar. Since ~ ~ gr(t) if t is a ground term, it 
follows that Fe(9.I) ~< ~I. 
By Theorem 8.1 we obtain a structure ~3 ~< 9.1 such that ~ ~ IND(P). Since the 
formula % is positive it is also not true in ~. Thus IND(P) ~ ~o 0. [] 
Proof (Theorem 8.2). Assume that q) is positive and IND(P)~-q). The previous 
theorem says that ~o is provable in the sequent calculus. By Lemma 9.1 we obtain an 
n < co such that ~P ,s. b [] 
We want to stress that the sequent calculus of Table 4 is for positive formulas 
only. It is not implemented in the logic program theorem prover LPTP. The reason 
is that, when we prove properties about logic programs, we are dealing with impli- 
cations mainly and implications are not positive. 
10. The finite stages and the operational model 
We begin this section by recalling the essential properties of the finite stages 
(.3,e)n<,,,. The notion 3, e, ~ ~o means that the formula q~ is true in the term structure 
,3, e under the canonical variable assignment which assigns to each variable x the val- 
ue x; it does not mean that V(~o) is true in ~P ~P ;&. The properties of  are: 
1. MR ;& ~ s = t e==~ s is syntactically equal to t, 
2.3/ '  ~ gr(t) => t is ground, 
3 .3~bq)  AO ¢=~ ,~e~q~and~P 
5. 32 k Vxq)(x) e=* 3. e ~ ~o(t) for each term t, 
6 .3 .  e ~ ~o(x)  e==~ there exists a term t such that ~e 
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7. 32 ~ TR(~ =~ n > 0, [if R is user-defined] 
8.  ~P  o~P ~,+l ~ OR(R-) ¢=* ;5, ~ OD~R[~, [if R is user-defined] 
9. 3 ff ~ TA =~ n > 0 and A E ~,  [if A is built-in] 
10. ~P P 
11. 32 ~ SGAFG,  
12. o,r~P e~_P ~S, ~TG ~ O, ~SGVFG,  
13. 3~ ~ gr(G) =~ G is ground. 
~P The finite stages (:6,),<,~ have a computational meaning. They are related to the 
operational semantics in the following sense. From Theorems 7.1 and 8.2 we 
obtain: 
Corollary 10.1. Let Q be a query. 
1. I f  Q terminates, then 3e~ ~ V(TQ) for some n < oJ. 
2. I f  Q succeeds with answer a, then ~P ;5, ~ V(SQa) for some n < oo. 
3. I f  Q fails, then 3 P ~ V(FQ) for some n < co. 
The converse is true in the following sense: 
Lemma 10.1. Let Q be a query. 
1. I f  3 P ~ V(TQ) then Q terminates. 
2. I f  3 P ~ V(TQ) A SQG then Q succeeds with answer including a. 
3. I f3  e, ~ V(TQ) A V(FQ) then Q fails. 
ProoL Unfortunately, this lemma cannot be proved by a simple induction on n. In 
order to formulate more general statements which can be proved by induction, we 
need the abbreviations T-rk(Q, (if)), S-rk(Q, (h')) and F-rk(Q, (h')): 
1. T-rk([Gl,... ,  Gk], (n l , . . . ,n , ) )  : ¢==> for each substitution a
(a) 3 p ~ TGia for i = 1, k or 
¢/i " " " ~ 
(b) there is a j, 1 ~<j < k, such that 3n~ ~ TGia for i 1 , . .  , j  and .~e = " .. nj ~ FGj¢7. 
2. S-rk([G,, . . . ,G,] , (n, , . . . ,n,)) :  ¢==~ 3 P, ~SGi  for i=  1,. . . ,k.  
3. F-rk([Gl,. . . ,  Gk], (nl , . . . ,  nkl): ¢==~ for each substitution a there exists an i such 
that 1 ~< i ~< k and ~P ;3,, ~ FGio. 
If Q is the query [G1,..., Gk] then we have for the k-tuple (n,. . . ,  n): 
1 .3  ff ~ V(TQ) =~ T-rk(Q, (n, . . . ,n)) ,  
2 .3  ff ~ SQ =~ S-rk(Q, (n, . . . ,n)) ,  
3. ~-P F-rk(Q, (n, n) ). , , ~ V(FQ) =~ . . . ,  
We define the ordinal ord(Q, (if)) in the following way: 
ord([Gl,. . . ,  G,], (n, , . . . ,  nk)) := m"' • IG, I#""  #¢¢'. IGkl, 
where # is the natural sum (or Hessenberg sum) of ordinals and [G[ is the length of 
the goal G. The length of a goal is defined as follows: 
ttruel := 1, IG & HI := IGI + JIll + 1, 
Ifai l[  := 1, [G or H I := [G] + [H I + 1, 
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Is =t l  := 1, Inot GI := IGI + 1, 
Ie(~] := 1, I~ome x GI := IGI + 1. 
I f  there exists a bound r < oJ such that ]:~(A)I < r for aliA E ~ and ID~[Y]] < r for all 
user-defined predicates R, then one can define 
ord([G,,...,Gk],(n,,...,nk)) := r" ' .  IG, I ÷""  +r  "~ IGkl- 
The abbreviations T-rk, S-rk, F-rk and the function ord are used to formulate the 
main induction. We prove by induction on ~ the following: for all Q and (h') such 
that ord(Q, (~)  = ct: 
(a) if T-rk(O, (h')) then PIF-T: Q, 
(b) if T-rk(Q, (if)) and S-rk(Q, (if)), then PIF-Y: Q, 
(c) if T-rk(Q, (if)) and F-rk(O, (if)), then PIF-N: Q. 
In the induction step we need the following properties of T-rk, S-rk and F-rk: 
1. V-rk(zrue ~: Q, (m,ff)) ~ T-rk(Q, (if)), 
2. S-rk(true & Q, (m, if)) =¢ S-rk(Q, (if)), 
3. g-rk(true ~ Q, (m, ff)) ~ X-rk(O, (if)), 
4. r-rk(s = t & Q, (m,ff)), s~ = ta =¢ T-rk(Qa, (if)), 
5. S-rk(s= t & Q, (m, ff)) ~ s -  t and S-rk(Q, (ff)), 
6. g-rk(s = t t~ Q, (m, if)), sa =_ ta ~ X-rk(Qa, (if)), 
7. T-rk(R(t-') 8~ Q,(m, ff)) =~ m >0and T-rk(D~R ~ ~ Q, (m-  1,if)), 
8. S-rk(R(~ 8~ Q, (m + 1,h')) =~ S-rk(D~R ~ & Q, (m, ff)), 
9. F-rk(R(t~ ~z Q, (m + 1,if)) =~ F-rk(DP~ 8~ Q, (m,ff)), 
10. T-rk(A 8~ Q,(m, ff)) ~ m > 0, A E @ and T-rk(.~(A) g~ Q, (m-  1,h')), 
11. S-rk(A g~ Q, (m + 1, h')), A E ~ =~ S-rk(.~(A) ~: Q, (m, if)), 
12. F-rk(A g~ Q,(m+ 1,if)), A E ~ =¢ F-rk(~(A) g~ Q, (m,h')), 
13. T-rk((G gz H) gt Q, (m, ff)) =¢ T-rk(G ~ (H g~ Q),{m,m, ff)), 
14. S-rk((G g~ H) g~ Q, (m, ff)) =¢ S-rk(G ~ (H g~ Q), (m,m, ff)), 
15. F-rk((G g~ H) 8~ Q, (m, ff)) ~ F-rk(G g: (H gz Q), (m,m,~)), 
16. T-rk((G or H) 8~ Q, (m, ff)) =¢ T-rk(G ~ Q,(m, ff))andT-rk(H ~ Q,(m, ff)), 
17. S-rk((G or H) g~ Q, (m, ff)) ~ S-rk(G g~ Q, (m, ff)) or S-rk(H g~ Q, (m, ff)), 
18. F-rk((G or H) 8~ Q, (m,~)) =~ F-rk(G g~ Q, (m, ff)) andF-rk(H 8~ Q, (m,~)), 
19. T-rk((some x G) ~ Q, (m, ff)) ~ T-rk(G{t/x} ~: Q, (m, ff)) for all terms t, 
20. S-rk((some x G) 8~ Q, (m, ff)) ~ there is a term t with S-rk(G{t/x} 8: Q, (m, ff)), 
21. Y-rk((some x G) 8~ Q, (m,ff)) ~ F-rk(G{t/x} ~ Q, (m,~)) for all terms t, 
22. T-rk((not G) 8~ Q, (re, if)) ~ G is ground and T-rk([G], (m)), 
23. G is ground, T-rk([G], (m)) ~ S-rk([G], (m)) or F-rk([G], (m)), 
24. T-rk((not G) 8~ Q, {m, ff)), F-rk([G], (m)) ~ T-rk(Q, (~)), 
25. S-rk((noz G) ~ Q, (m, if)), G ground ~ F-rk([G], (m)) and S-rk(Q, (if)), 
26. F-rk((noz G) ~ Q, (m, ff)), F-rk([G], (m)) ~ F-rk(Q, (if)). 
The function ord has been defined in such a way that whenever we have an implica- 
tion X-rk(G, (ff~)) ~ Y-rk(H, (if)) then ord(H, (if)) < ord(G, (rh)). Therefore it is 
easy to see that the induction goes through. The induction hypothesis is that for 
all Q and (rh), if ord(O, (r~)) < ~ and T-rk(Q, (rh)) then 
(a) PI~-T: Q, 
(b) if S-rk(Q, (ff~)) then PIF-Y: Q, 
(c) if F-rk(Q, (rh)) then PII-N: Q. 
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Assume that ord(Q, (r~)) = ~ and T-rk(Q, (r~)). We have to show (a), (b) and (c). 
Consider, for example, the case s = t ~ Q with T-rk(s = t ~ Q, (m, ~)). 
(a) We have to show that PIFT: Qa for each substitution a with sa = ta. According 
to the rules of the calculus for signed queries in Table 2 it follows then that 
PlkT:s = t & Q. Therefore, assume that sa = ta. By 4, we obtain T-rk(Qa, (h)). Since 
ord(Qa, (fi)) < ord(s = t ~ Q, (re, if)), we can apply the induction hypothesis and ob- 
tain that PIkT: Qa. 
(b) Assume S-rk(s = t ~ Q, (m,fi)). It suffices to show that s is identical to t and 
that PIFY: Q. By 5, we obtain s = t and S-rk(Q, (if)). By 4, we obtain T-rk(Q, (fi)). 
Since ord(Q, IF)) is less than ord(s = t ~ Q, (m, ~)), we can apply the induction hy- 
pothesis and obtain that PIFY: Q. 
(c) Assume F-rk(s = t ~ Q, (m,~)). We have to show that PIFN: Qa for each sub- 
stitution a with sa - t~.  Therefore, assume that sa = ta. By 6, we obtain 
F-rk(Qa,(fi)) and, by 4, T-rk(Qa,(~)). Since ord(Qa,(fi)) is less than 
ord(s= t ~ Q,(m,fi)), we can apply the induction hypothesis and obtain that 
PIFN: Qa. 
The other cases go in a similar way. The only critical case is (not G) & Q. Assume 
r-rk((not G) ~ Q, (m, fi)). 
(a) By 22, it follows that G is ground and T-rk([G], (m)). Since ord([G], (m)) is 
less than ord((not G) & Q, (m, if)), we can apply the induction hypothesis and ob- 
tain that PIFT:[G]. By 23, we obtain S-rk([G],(m)) or F-rk([G], (m) ). If 
S-rk([G], (m)) then, by the induction hypothesis, we obtain that PIFY: [G] and there- 
fore PIkT:(not G)& Q. Otherwise, if F-rk([G], (m) ), then by 24, we ob- 
tain T-rk(Q,(~)). Since ord(Q, (~)) is less than ord((not G)& Q,(rn, fi)), we can 
apply the induction hypothesis and obtain that PIFT:Q and therefore 
PIFT: (not G) & Q. 
(b) Assume S-rk((not G)& Q, (m,~)). From (a) we know that the goal G is 
ground. By 25, we obtain F-rk([G], (m)) and S-rk(Q, (fi)). From (a) we still have 
T-rk([G], (rn)) and, by 24, we obtain T-rk(Q, (if)). By the induction hypothesis, we 
obtain PIFN: [G] and PIFY: Q. Thus PIFY: (not G) & Q. 
(c) Assume F-rk((not G)~ Q,(m,fi)). From (a) we still have T-rk([G],(m)) 
and S-rk([G],(m)) or F-rk([G], (m) ). If S-rk([G],(m)) then, by the induction 
hypothesis, PIFY: [G] and thus PIFN:(not G)& Q. Otherwise, if F-rk([G], (m) ), 
then by the induction hypothesis PIFN: [G]. By 24 and 26, T-rk(Q,{fi)) and 
F-rk(Q,(~)). By the induction hypothesis, we obtain PIFN:Q and thus 
PIt-N: (not G) 8~ Q. [] 
The Main Theorem 7.1 now follows from Theorems 8.2 and 5.1 and the previous 
lemma. 
Proof (Main Theorem 7.1). Assume that IND(P) k TQ. By Theorem 8.2 on the finite 
stages, there exists an n < ~o such that ~e U, ~ V(TQ). Lemma 10.1 says that PI/T: Q. 
From Theorem 5.1 we obtain that Q terminates. 
Assume that IND(P)F TQASQa. As in the previous case we obtain an 
n<co  such that ~P ~e ,% ~V(TQ) and ;5, ~SQa.  By Lemma 10.1 it follows that 
PIFT:Q and that PII-Y:Qm By Theorem 5.1, we obtain that Q succeeds with 
answer including a. 
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Assume that IND(P)F TQAFQ. Again, we obtain an n < ¢o such that 
~P ~P ;3, #V(TQ) and ;3, # V(FQ). By Lemma 10.1 it follows that PIFT:Q and that 
PIFN: Q. By Theorem 5.1, we obtain that Q fails. [] 
II. Conclusion 
We have presented a framework in which one can prove properties of pure Pro- 
log-like logic programs in classical first-order logic. The properties include simple 
properties like modes and type properties but also more complicated properties like 
termination and equivalence of predicates. The programs are purely declarative but 
contain negation-as-failure and so-called logical built-in predicates. These are pred- 
icates that are stable under substitutions. They include, for example, the standard 
arithmetic predicates but also predicates like cal l /n + 1 which sometimes are not 
considered as logical. 
The programs do not contain asser t /1  and re t rac t /1  or the cut (!) operator. 
The reason that our theory cannot be extended to asser t /1  and re t rac t /1  is sim- 
ple. Using these predicates it is possible to write self-modifying programs which add 
and remove clauses to the program at run-time. Our approach, however, is static. We 
transform the predicates of a program into monotonic inductive definitions uch that 
we can use induction along this definitions to prove properties of the programs. This 
is not possible with self-modifying programs. 
Programs with cut cannot be handled, since in general they do not have the lifting 
property. This property, however, is implied by our semantics. Consider, for exam- 
ple, the following program, where c and d are two different constants: 
r(c) : - ! .  
r(d) 
This simple program does not have the lifting property. Take the goal r(d). It suc- 
ceeds with answer yes. But the more general goal r(x) has answer x = c only and no 
answer which is more general than x = d. 
Appendix A 
In this appendix we sketch a proof of Theorem 5.1, i.e. the relation between the 
query evaluation procedure of Table 1 and the calculus for signed queries of Table 2. 
First we state some elementary properties of the calculus for signed queries. 
Lemma A.1. Let Q be a query. 
1. I f  PIFY: Q then PIFY: Q~. 
2. I f  PIFN: Q then PIFN: Qa. 
3. I f  PIFT: Q then PIFT: Qa. 
ProoL By induction on the length of a derivation of Y: Q, N:Q or T: Q in the calculus 
for signed queries. [] 
Lemma A.2. It & not possible that PIFY: Q and PII-N: Q. 
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Proof. By induction on the length of a derivation of Y: Q and N: Q. [] 
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In Table 1 (transition rules of the query evaluation procedure) we treat environ- 
ments and substitutions differently. We consider environments as special representa- 
tions of substitutions. The reason that we represent substitutions in this way is that 
in computations one has to keep track of the variables that have already occurred. 
We do this by adding bindings x/x to the current environment. 
Definition A.1. Let q be the environment {h/x l , . . .  ,tn/xn}. Then we define: 
1. def(r/) := {x~,... ,x,}, 
2. dom(r/) := {x C def(r/) :xr/~ x}, 
3. vars(r/) := dora(r~) U O{vars(xr/):x E dom(q) }. 
The application of r/to a goal G (resp. term t) is written as Gq (resp. tr/). It is ob- 
tained from G (resp. t) by simultaneously replacing the variables xi by the term ti for 
i = 1 . . . . .  n. The composition of r/with an environment 0 is the environment 
r/O := {t ,O/x, , . . . ,  t,O/x,} U {xO/x: x E def(O) \ def(r/)}. 
Thus def(r/O) = def(r/) U def(O). The environment r/is called idempotent if r/r/= r/. 
Equivalently, that holds if x~ does not occur in t l , . . . ,  t, for each i = 1, . . . ,  n such 
that xi ~- ti. Note that r /= 0 iff def(r/) = def(O) and tr/=_ tO for all terms t. 
Lemma A.3. I f  a is an idempotent most general unifier of  s and t then vars(a) is 
contained in vars(s) U vars(t). 
In the next lemma we assume that the function mgu(s, t) returns an idempotent 
most general unifier if s and t are unifiable. 
Lemma A.4. I f  r~ & idempotent and ~ = mgu(srl, tr/) then r/r is also idempotent. 
Proofi By the previous lemma we obtain that vars(r) C_ vars(sq) U vars(tq). Since r/is 
idempotent, it follows that vars(~)n dora(q)= 0. This implies that zq = r U q and 
q(z U q) = qz. Thus we obtain (qz)(qz) = rl(zq)~ = r/(z U rl)z = ~lzz = qz. [] 
The next lemma says that during a computation all variables that occur in a frame 
are always defined in the environment of the frame. 
Lemma A .5 . / fZ  (~; Q, r/) & a state in a computation starting f rom some initial state 
init(G) then tl is idempotent, FV(Q)c  def(r/) and vars(xr/)C_ def(r/) for all 
x ~ &f (~) .  
During a computation the stacks grow and shrink. New frames are added and 
eventually removed. The next definition expresses that a computation does not go 
below a certain level, i.e. does not change a certain initial segment of the state. 
Definition A.2. We write El t>* Y2 mod Z (~) if there exists a computation from the 
state El into the state E2 such that all intermediate states including the first state but 
not the last state are of the form E (~; O} with O non-empty. 
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In computations new bindings are composed to the current environment in unifi- 
cation steps. The next lemma says that these bindings do not act on variables that are 
defined in the current environment but are not used in the current query. 
Lemma A.6. I fZ  (~; Q, q> ~* Z <~; tp; G, T)modE <~), then there exists a 0 such that 
tlO = T and vars(O) is disjoint from def(tl) \ FV(Qr/). 
In the next definition the notions 'a query succeeds with an answer' and 'a query 
fails' are generalized. 
Definition A.3. We say that 
1. a frame (Q,~/) returns T modulo E (qb>, if there exists a ® 
Z<@; Q, t/> ~* Z <qb; ®; t rue,  T> mod E (~>; 
2. a frame <Q, t/> fails modulo E <(I)>, if z((1); Q, t/> m* z <(I)> mod Y ((1)>. 
such that 
As special cases we have the following: 
1. A query Q succeeds with answer a iff there exists a z such that init(Q) returns r
modulo ( ) and Qa - Qr. 
2. A query Q fails iff init(Q) fails modulo ( ) .  
Lemma A.7. Let Q be a query. 
1. / f  (Q, q) returns r modulo X (~>, then PIFY: Qr. 
2. I f  (Q, q) fails modulo Z (~>, then PIFN: Qq. 
Proof. By induction on the length of the computation. [] 
Corollary h.1. Let Q be a query. 
1. I f  Q succeeds with answer a, then PIFY: Qa. 
2. I f  Q fails, then PIk-N: Q. 
The notion 'a query terminates' is generalized to 'a state is terminating'. 
Definition A.4. A state E is called terminating if all computations starting from Z are 
finite and do not end in er ror .  
Assume that Z is terminating. Since the tree of states reachable from Z is finitely 
branching, it follows by K6nig's Lemma that the tree is finite. We call the depth of 
the tree the rank of Z. 
Lemma A.8. I f  Z <~; Q, ~> is a terminating state then (Q, r/> fails modulo Z (~> or 
returns some answer T modulo E <~>. 
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Proof. By induction on the rank of the terminating state. [] 
Lemma A.9. I rE  (~; Q, ~1) is terminating then PIF-T: Qq. 
ProoL By induction on the rank of the terminating state. In the case, where the first 
goal of Q is negated, Lemma A.8 is used. [] 
Since a query Q terminates iff the state init(Q) is terminating, we obtain the follow- 
ing corollary. 
Corollary A.2. I f  Q terminates then PIF-T: Q. 
Definition A.5. We write G<,H, if there exists a substitution 0 such that 
GO-  H. 
Lemma A.10. I f  Her <~ Hr and vars(a) is disjoint from FV(G) \ FV(H), then we have 
Gcr <~ Gr. 
Proof. Assume that Hcr~ ~_ Hr. Let fl := ~IFV(Ha) U rI(FV(G ) \ FV(H)). Then 
Gaff =- Gr. [] 
Definition A.6. A state Y, is called safe if there is no computation starting from I2 that 
ends in er ror .  
The next lemma is a generalized lifting lemma. 
Lemma A.11. Let Q be a query. 
1. I f  PIF-Y: QqO then, for all Z and • such that E (@; Q, rl) is safe, the frame (Q, q) re- 
turns an answer z modulo E (@) such that Qr <~ Q~IO. 
2. I f  PIF-N: Qrl then, for all Z and • such that Y (O; Q, ~) is" safe, the frame (Q, r/)fails 
modulo E (~). 
Proof. By induction on the length of a derivation of Y: QqO or IXl: Qq. The following is 
used several times. Assume that 
(a) vars(Gq) C_ def(q), 
(b) (H, r/) returns r modulo Z (~), 
(c) Hr ~< HqO. 
Then Gr <~ GqO. This can be seen as follows. By Lemma A.6, there exists a r' such 
that r = t/r' and vars(r') is disjoint from def (q ) \  FV(H~/). Since r = r/T' we have 
Hqr'~H~lO. Since vars(Gq) is contained in def(~l), vars(r') is disjoint from 
FV(Gq) \FV(Hq) .  By Lemma A.10, we obtain that Gqr'<<,GqO and thus 
Gr <~ G~O. [] 
Lemma A.12./fPIFT: Qq then jor aft computations Z0, Z l , . . .  starting from ~ (O; Q, q) 
there exist an n such that ~, is of the form ~ yes(v) or Z (~). 
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Proof.  By induct ion  on the length of  a der ivat ion of  T: Q. In the case, where the first 
goal of  Q is negated, Lemma A.2 is used. [] 
Corollary A.3. I f  PIFT: Q then Q terminates and is safe. 
Proof.  Assume that  PIFT: Q. By the previous lemma it fol lows that all computat ions  
start ing with init(Q) are finite end in yes ( r )  or no. Therefore Q terminates and is 
safe. [] 
Corollary A.4. Let Q be a query. 
1. I f  PIFY: QO and PIFT: Q then Q succeeds with answer including O. 
2. I f  PIFN: Q and PIFT: Q then Q fails. 
Proof.  Assume that PIFT: Q. By the previous corol lary it fol lows that init(Q) is a safe 
state. The claim fol lows now by Lemma A. 11. [] 
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